RIDEAU VALLEY CONSERVATION
AUTHORITY (RVCA)
REPORTS THAT WERE TAKING ME A WEEK TO COMPETE
CAN NOW BE GENERATED WITHIN HOURS.
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Sage 300 ERP (formerly ACCPAC)

Maisonneuve. At the time of the

Valley Conservation Authority

software, they were in need of an

other company’s collapse, BAASS

(RVCA), an inter-municipal

upgrade from an older DOS version
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environmental protection and
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and preserve the Rideau Valley
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skill and knowledge as an
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upgrade the system. However,

the financial reporting requirements
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building permits.
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promised. Understandably, this
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Ledger into Excel spreadsheets.

so that customers don’t have to

Unfortunately, this took a lot of

wait. Lastly, users can look at

time and when managers had a

the financial database directly

question about an amount or

instead of having to wait for a

transaction, they had to go

staff member in accounting to

back to Maisonneuve to find all

obtain information. “I was really

the details. To solve this

impressed with the way all the
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modules tie together with the

Financial Link Pro. This program
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allows Maisonneuve to create
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individualized reports for each

300 ERP,” comments

department, but since it is

Maisonneuve. Under taking a
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system upgrade can be
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more so when they feel
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Inc. was able to continue where

“MY TECHNCIAL
SUPPORT IS THE
TEAM AT BAASS.
I’M TALKING TO
PEOPLE JUST A
PHONE CALL
AWAY.”
- Angela
Maisonneuve

the other company had left off,

Conserving Time

restoring faith and the

“I couldn’t be happier with the

implementation. Maisonneuve

results.” Reports Maisonneuve.

recalled that when BAASS came

“Reports that were taking me a

in they were able to calm the

week to compete can now be

RVCA team down when they

generated within hours. Also,

were in a crisis. BAASS took the

the managers for whom the

implementation step-by-step

reports are created are
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within three weeks. As any

timely and informed decisions

business owner knows, customer

concerning the budget because
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they have real-time

business. The service that
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that has surfaced is an increase

the kind of service that keeps

in efficiency across the entire

customers coming back.

staff. With everything

Maisonneuve explains, “My

streamlined, bookkeepers can
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modules interact with the

away. Even today if I have a
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problem, I can e-mail or phone

can send the Accounts

them and they get back to me

Receivable directly to the

right away and solve our
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